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          When Harn Soper decided to move 100 acres out of corn/soybean production and into organic 

vegetable production, he needed a cost effective way to cool the produce. Soper, with the assistance of 

PFI energy consultant Rich Schuler, received a Farm Energy Working Group mini-grant to evaluate the 

energy consumption and effectiveness of the CoolBot-based chilling system selected for the vegetable 

cooler. 

The CoolBot is a “micro-controller brain” available through storeitcold.com.  It interfaces with an 

“off-the-shelf” window air conditioner (A/C) such that “nearly all the cooling power of the A/C unit 

becomes available.”  The financial advantage of this system lies in the initial cost -- the CoolBot and 

window A/C units are less expensive to purchase and install than a commercial chilling system for a small 

walk-in cooler used at some Iowa vegetable farms. 

At Soper Farms, the new cooler is constructed from 6” thick EPS plywood / foam core sandwich 

panels.  Structures constructed from these panels are very energy efficient due to the high R-value (R-32), 

and the “tightness” of the completed building (i.e., very little air leakage through the panel joints).  

Additional cooler construction details include a 4” thick commercial door (R-20), a 6” thick concrete slab, 

and 2” of foam insulation between the slab and the ground (R-10).   

Initially, the storeitcold.com staff recommended using six 24,000 BTU A/C units, and stated that 

the number of CoolBot/air conditioner units was empirically based on the volume and insulation of the 

cooler.  Soper wanted to minimize the initial cost and energy consumption, so in a follow-up 

conversation, storeitcold staff stated that given the superb construction of the cooler, five A/C units might 

provide sufficient cooling capacity if cooler use conservation measures were put in place (i.e., minimize 

“open door time,” water-cool vegetables prior to storing in the cooler, etc.). 

Farm Energy grants help farmers work through new ideas and this CoolBot project was no 

exception.  Schuler collected exhaustive temperature and energy use data, and charted the outcomes.  He 

reported that during the research period from 27 September to 30 October, the five CoolBots and LG A/C 

units used to cool 6,750 ft3 cooler were an effective low-cost solution with several “ifs”.   

Schuler said they lost one A/C unit in the first month (failed in late August), which casts doubt on 

the reliability.  The workload was heavy in the first season of organic vegetable production, so Soper 

Farms decided to delay replacement of the defective unit until after the harvest.  Consequently, the study 

was conducted with only four A/C units in operation. 

They also found limits to the temperature the CoolBots can achieve. Based on the temperature data 

obtained with the four operational A/C units in the early fall, Schuler predicted that temperatures below 

38F are unlikely with a heavy produce load during the summer heat. However, Harn Soper said that 

temperature is acceptable to his operation and his staff members have found ways to modify their work 

flow to adjust to that temperature. And when an air conditioner goes out, Soper notes they are relatively 

cheap to replace compared to the cost of a commercial cooler.           

   “The data Rich is collecting in this experiment will help guide us in our work to find a cost 

effective way to cool the produce on Soper Farms,” he concluded. 


